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Abstract: This dissertation report presents design of ONDINE system which loads and queries a data warehouse constructed
from the Web documents, with the help of an Ontological and Terminological Resource (OTR) concept. The data warehouse,
consisting data tables extracted from documents present on web, has been designed to support existing native databases. Initial
semiautomatic technique is employed for annotating data tables acquired by an OTR (Ontological and Terminological
Resource). The output of this technique is an XML/RDF data warehouse containing XML documents which produce data
tables associated with their fuzzy RDF annotations. Then adjustable querying system is used, that permits the local databases
and also the data warehouse that is obtained by extracting internet documents to be unvaryingly and at the same time queried,
using the OTR. Approximate answers are retrieved with the help of SPARQL (Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language)
querying language.
Keywords — ONDINE, OTR, data table integration, XML/RDF, ―fuzzy‖, data structures, and transforms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most of the scientific as well as technical documents, present on the net having data tables, which could be
observed as relational sources that were less important when they are not having metadata associated with
them. They hold the attention for the possible external source for loading the data warehouse of a company
related to a particular domain of application. Then that can be wont to increase efficiency of the local
databases. To combine external obtained data with local ones, initial step is external data must have the
same vocabulary as the one used to index the local one. For that Ontology-based Data INtEgration
(ONDINE) software is meant, with exploitation of the semantic Web framework and different
recommended languages such as XML, RDF, OWL, and SPARQL, to support previously available local
data sources with data tables which have been obtained from Web documents.
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ONDINE uses an Ontological and Terminological resource (OTR) having two parts: a common pair of
theories related to data integration job and a particular group of theories and a language, to some specified
domain. ONDINE program composed of two sub-systems:
1) Web subsystem
Builds a data warehouse with data tables obtained from web documents and annotated using theories in the
OTR;
2) MIEL++ subsystem
Designed to query unvaryingly and at the same time both local database and data warehouse created from
web using the OTR, to retrieve more accurate answers.

II. RELATED WORK

The focus of this is not in detection and removal or what is referred to as data cleaning, but improve search
operation despite the level of dirtiness of the database. Fuzzy searching can also be used to locate
individuals based on incomplete or partially inaccurate identifying information in an attempt to deal with
dirty data. Fuzzy search is to be done by means of a fuzzy matching program that will make list of results
based on likely relevance even though search argument words and spellings may not exactly match. Data
available is represented in the form of unstructured format which will not be easy to make the data analysis.
The task of annotating an un-annotated image can be viewed formally as a classification problem for each
word in the vocabulary we must make a decision.
Comfort T.Akinribido implemented the fuzzy-ontology based information retrieval system that determine
the semantic equivalence between terms in a query and terms in a document by relating the synonyms of
query terms with those of document terms. . The query terms can be expanded through a database that
contains Keywords and their synonyms. Fuzzy-Ontology allows the easy determination of the precise
meaning of a word as it relates to a document collection. Fuzzy-Ontology could be used in IR to locate
precise information, which may be contained in a document content collection.
Shawn Bowers and Bertram Lud¨ascher defined the data integration and transformation tools are used to
discover new knowledge through analysis and modeling. A generic framework for transforming
heterogeneous data within scientific workflows. Framework is to provide that exploits ontological
information to support structural data transformation for scientific workflow composition. Structural type
similar to a conventional programming language data type defines the allowable data values for an input or
output, whereas a semantic type describes the high level conceptual information of an input or output, and is
expressed in terms of the concepts and properties of ontology.
David M. Blei Michael I. Jordan defined the solution for the task of annotating an un-annotated image can
be viewed formally as a classification problem for each word in the vocabulary we must make a decision.
Information retrieval are organized around the representation and processing of a document in problems in
which one data type can be viewed as an annotation of the other data type.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

First, important documents related to the particular application domain as mentioned in the OTR are taken
and selected by human specialist, which used in the next measure. In next measure, data tables which are
extracted in previous step are annotated using OTR. Fuzzy annotations in a fuzzy extension related to data
tables in XML (Extensible Markup Language) are generated by this. In the last measure, before moving
them into database, consumer has to confirm the fuzzy RDF (Resource Description Framework) annotations.
Internet sub-system only annotates useful or a relevant document to an application that is it doesn't annotate
all data tables removed from any internet files. To get relevant documents to any application domain,
individual involvement at each step is important to ensure the truth of the strategy. In this project,
concentration is on semantic system of annotation.
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Fig: System Architecture
Its main function would be to create fuzzy RDF annotations which allow:
1) Acknowledgement of unknown numeric information in the cells of data table;
2) Calculating the semantic gap present between conditions in the cells of data table and conditions of the
OTR and representing it.
MIEL++ subsystem query unclear annotations with the help SPARQL2, W3C recommends to issue RDF
data resources. This subsystem is an expansion of the MIEL++ adaptive querying system.

IV. METHODOLOGY

This includes following steps
1. User Query
2. OTR Resource & Web Search
3. Filtering using cosine similarity & Table Extraction
4. Table Annotation based on OTR
5. Validation & Storing into RDF/XML Database
6. Users Integrated Output
1. User Query
In this a web application is designed in such a way to maintain the unique features of adapted querying
system, which are:
a) Not only extracting exact answers but to extract semantically close answers to the given query.
b) Annotating results being founded on fuzzy logic and calculating similarity index.
The process is semi-automatic because user has to upload the related documents for executing query.
2. OTR Resource and Web Search
The OTR Recourse and web Search obscures the end user from the complexity of querying into different
data sources. The set of query able attributes of the view and their corresponding searched values, are
specified as selection attributes and projection attributes respectively. Initially an OTR resource has to be
populated with the possible ontological relations. Unbroken or broken fuzzy sets can be used to search
values in a MIEL++ query, which permit the user to indicate his/her preferences to extract related and exact
answers.
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3. Filtering using Cosine Similarity and Table Extraction
Colossal amount of data is present on the World Wide Web published either by experimenting or surveying
by research organizations and various government bodies. The key is to find the related data among the
entire pile of data.
Finding the similarity index will help as a good starting point for selecting the related documents of
necessary information. We have used the cosine similarity as a measure of similarity. In Text mining and
information retrieval, each term is assigned a different dimension and a document is characterized by a
vector where the value of each dimension corresponds to the number of times that term appears in the
document. Cosine similarity, which gives measure of how similar two documents are likely to be in terms of
their subject matter [2].Cosine similarity ( ) is usually calculated by the underneath formula

4. Annotation of Tables
Tables are annotated based upon the OTR developed during one of the earlier modules. The efficiency of
this module to recognize relations is heavily relied on the accuracy and range of the OTR resource
developed.

5. Validation and Storing into RDF/XML Database
In the present module the query requested by the user is stored into the XML/RDF data warehouse after
validation. The XML/RDF data warehouse consists of fuzzy RDF graphs which are employed in annotating
the XML data tables.
The query processing has to deal with fuzzy values. Mostly, it has
a) To consider the exactness linked to the relations characterized in the data tables and
b) To evaluate a fuzzy set representing the querying preferences with respect to a fuzzy set having a
semantic of similarity or imprecision.
6. User’s Integrated Output
Our approach in flexible SPARQL querying is a complete and integrated solution which allows one
a) To annotate the Web data tables which are stored in data ware house with the vocabulary defined in
an OTR,
b) To complete the querying of the annotated tables using the same vocabulary and taking into account
the fuzzy degrees generated by the annotation method according to their associated semantic.
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V. RESULTS
Here, First admin have to login. Then next page is generated which is shown below where URL is entered from which tables are
extracted and annotated. Then that web page’s HTML format is displayed below.

In next figure, matrix is generated where precision recall result is displayed.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper includes a whole system, called ONDINE, constructed, using guidelines of the W3C, on a
universal OTR indicated in OWL.ONDINE system enables XML data tables extracted from internet
documents, to be annotated with fuzzy RDF explanations and also to be flexibly queried using SPARQL.
Fuzzy RDF annotations are used to signify (1) the set of most similar symbolic concepts of OTR which are
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automatically associated with the contents of the a cell belonging to a symbolic column, (2) imprecise
values associated with a quantity expresses in one or several numerical column, (3) a level of certainty
related to each n-ary relationship identified in data table. Presented adaptive querying method allowing the
data warehouse as well as the nearby data resources to be consistently and concurrently queried, utilizing
the OTR. This method enables approximate responses by evaluating preferences indicated as fuzzy sets to
be recovered and utilizes SPARQL.
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